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Abstract 

A common niethod of izeasuring the velocity of a nia^netized 
projectile is to fire it through snort  "solenoid"  coils.     The 
induced voltages, actuate suitabj-e chronojraphic equipaent.     If 
the magnetized projectile traverses a coil at a distance b fro.Ti 
its center,  the "cross-over"  of its signal will occur approximately 
(b/2v)   i^sin  (Q   + h) + sin Cl    seconds later than it v/ould were 
there no yaw, eccentricity^  or inclination.     In this formula v 
is ths velocityj  S is the meridional yew^  and w is the raeridional 
inclination of the trajectory to the sjcis of the coil. 

-J-ii^i-Ai._.;..t 
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1-  Generaljs. Circular coils of wire called 
'•solenoias," are frequently esDloyed to indicate the 
passage through the/n of longitudin-illy in: gnt tizea 
projectiles.  The induced electromotive forces &re 
allowed to actuate o3cillo':rpphs, or chronographs of 
other types, in order t'l furnish the elspsea time 
between coils.  Such instrunentation is often used for 
measuring velocity and retardation.  It is well ^n )wn 
that time lags in the recording e::uip.nent may cause 
the measured time interval to differ from the true 
time interval betv/een coils, and  fforts are mine in 
practice to overcorae, or diminish, such effects. 
Studies of such time l^^gs in recorciinp; e';uipaent in 
relation to the elcctricsl circuit conditions 'a-ve 
been -nade by Kent"^ and by Vinti^.  Hov.ever, ^Itnou.gh 
it has also been reaiized th-it yew, eccentricity, aUQ 
inclination of a project^ic with respect to a coil can 
introduce errors, there d'-ies not ::;ee;Ti to have been c^ny - 
general and quantitative evalu-ntion of them.  Since it 
i.-^ des'""able to be able t:"^ ■!re::ict the -^cu''"';-cy of 
solenoid coil e^.u:-iient, sinirie and a proxiniate for;nuIas 
fo^- tae er-^-ors ciue to yav^, eccentricity. T-nd inclination 
are jiven here,     Tneir derivation will be fauna in an 
Arpendix.  i-ilthough only arproxiunte, the for-^ulas are 
sufficiently accurate to constitute a guide as to the 
degree of care Vvith which, guns and solenoia coils should 
be aligned and orientea, ana to facilitate the critical 
evaluation of experliiental data. 

?^ •  Discussion.. V/hen a longi tua inally ai ■^■netized 
projectile approaches a circular coil, traverses it, 
and recedes from it, the changing "iignetic flux induces 
an electromotive force V in the coil.  The aeometrical 
conditions of passage through the coil -nay be said to 
be standard, or ideal, when the projectile laoves along 
the axis of the coil and ''t the same time tiie axis of 
the projectile remains cierpenaicular to the plane of the 
coil.  One is here interested in the changes in V cau. ed 

^fi» H„ Kentj Ordnance Technical Note TJo. S (1927) ' 

s J,  P.  Vintij  BKL Keport No=  271,   "Some Developments in the Theory 
of the Solenoid Chronograph3"  Vinti snd A,  H.  Hodge, Addendum to 
BRL Report No.  271,   "Experimental Determination of Solenoid e.^^f. 
Curves;"  Vinti,  3-1- ?teport IMOo  305,   "The Prpctical Determlnptic.r 
of Lag in the Solenoid ChronCji;r8ph." 
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by small cie]):^rtures from tlie I'l-eceding standard conditions. 
Ti;p-e lags, if there are any, in the recording mechanism 
^vill not bo consiaered here, for one is interestea only 
in the change proauced in the recorded si^gnal by small 
departures from the standar^i conditions of massage.  It 
is clear that vhatever the time lag may be xmder standard 
conditions, between the V signal and its record, any time 
lag in the V signal itself will give rise to substantially 
the same time lag in the record, over and above the time 
lag present in the record under standard conditions. 

When a magnetic diuoie whose axis is perjenaicular 
to a circular coi. I moves i.v i th velocity v along the coil's 
axis, the re::ulting electro.fiotive force V is Kn-i\vn to be 
proportional to 

vz/'(a-^ 4- 2''-) "' '- 

where a is tiie radius of the coil ana z is the uistance of 
the dinole fro-n the plane of the coil.  A iongituainally 
magnetized projectile Is n'->t exactly a dipole, and the 
voltage induced by a projectile under stanaara conaitions 
does not follow the ^receding la-« precisely.  The dominant 
term, hov.-ever, in the external magnetic field of a longi- 
tudinally uir.gnetized projectile is the aipoie term, and 
hence the change in the V of a real projectile, produced 
by a small departure from stanaard geofnetrical conditions 
is approximately equal to the change in the V of an ideal 
dipole, caused by the same small derarture from standard 
geometric;! conditions. 

The ^-receding expression for V shows thct V vanishes 
for a dipole under standard geometrical conditions -hen 
z is zero.  If, under certain non-standard geometrical 
conditions, V vanishes for a aipoie when z has the value 
z^, then it follows that the V of an actual projectile 
wSuld vanish under such non-standard conditions at a 
time later, by z,/v seconds, th?.n it woula under standard 
conditions.  TIaus, if one raeasures on s.n oscillograah 
record the instant when V, as affected by time lags'^ 
vanishes then such an instant vrill be late by z-,/v 
seconds -s com-ared with the instant when V would have 
been obse^-ved to vanUh in the absence of eccentricity, 
yaw, and inclination.  Alternatively^ if the cnronographic 
equipment records the instant when d'^V/dt'^ vanishes, 

J;,. t being the time, then to determine the error in such times 
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caused by departures from the ideal geoaetrical conuitlons, 
It is sufficient to determine the v.^'lue of z  for which 
d^V/dt^ would vanish for a dipole under the actual geome- 
trical conditions.  Under standard geometrical conditions, 
d^V/dt^ for the dipole vanishes v/hen z is zero.  A tvpe 
of equipment that records the instant when d^V/dt^, rather 
than V, vanishes is the electronic counter.  There the 
signal is amplified and differentiated, and the counting 
mechanism is actuated by the maxima or minima of dV/dt, 

3.  Results.  Denote by P the point where the 
magnetic center of the projectile pierces the plane of 
the coil, and denote by b the distance between P and the 
center, 0, of the coil.  The distance b may be called 
the ''eccentricity." Choose as the z-axls the axis of 
the coil, -in the direction of motion; choose a? the 
X-axis the line OP; choose as the v-axis a line 
-.■^err endicular to the x- and z-axesT so as to form a 
rifht-handed system.  Denote the direction cosines of 
the d-w-ect^on of motion of the projectile by 1, m, n, and 
the direction cos.^nes Tf the axis of the va-ojectile by 
1', m', n'.  Tne standard geometrical conditions are 
b^O,l^m^=l' -^m' ^0, and x\ -~-  n'^   ^^1.  Then unaer 
the actual, non-standard conditions, it is shown in the 
Appendix that the signal will be late by the time 
interval 

At - (b/?v) (1+1') (1) ■ 

approximately, and this is the desired formula. 

The resul^is may be expressed in an alternative 
form.  Project the path of the projectile, ana the axis 
of the projectile, upon the plane xz.  Denote by 9 the 
angle betv>'een the z-axis aad the projection of the path, 
and by b + 9 the angle between the z-axis and the 
projection of the projectile's axis.  One may call 9 
the meridional component of the inclination,%5nd h  the 
meridional component of the angle of yaw.  Then (l) may 
be written . 

At = (b/2v) Qin (6 + 9) + sin 93-        (2) 

- JE.^-. m,»im 
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As  a  nu.nerical  illustration,   if  h   is   6°,   and 9  ±i 
v.'hile  b  is  0.5  feet,   then by  {?)   v At  is  0.0^3  feel 

If  the  remaining  velocity- 
seconds,   e pproxiinately. 

3000  f/:;,   then ,it O.oO^ 

The  preceding  e^.uations  are  apylic';ibie   vvnether  the 
chronographic   ecuipment  is  designed  to  record  the  instants 
when  the   sif;nals  are  zpro,   or   the  instants  \^hen  their  rates 
of  change  ;:-.rc  lara.est. 

4k: 
T.   E.   tterne, 
iiajor,  Ora.   Dent 
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APPENDIX 

I]}e_£iiF_Inducea_in_a_Circu.lar_Coil 

Take a right-hand 
pararrHph 3 of this F^e 
a. The origin, 0, is 
Oz is the axis of the 
direction of motion; t 
of the coil, and -^re s 
the point ?, v.here the 
plane of   the  coil  are 

,3  in 
Ls 

sense   in  the 

'eccentricity. 
•V- 

It is 
the path to be a strai 
coil, with direction c 
this line, ineasureu fr 
strength of the dioole 
co>:ne? of tts axis oy 
axis of the di; ole, rie 
by V 

ed set of rectangular axes 
port.  The raaius of the coil .^^ 
at the center of the coil; the axis 
coil, with its positive sense in tl 
he axes Ox c.nd 3y ar-e in the plane 
o chosen thr^t the coordinates of 
oath of the di ...ole interrjects the 

b> 0, 0.  One nay c-11 b the 
sufficiently ccurate to consider 

f^ht line, in the \ucinity of the 
osines 1, m, n.  Distance along 
om P, is denoted by s.     The 

dennted by H, the direction 

asuT'ed f ro:n 
^nd  distance 

the dirole, i; 
along the 
denotea 

The  solid  anrle,   Q   ,   subtended  by the  coil  at a   point 
0   is  a  function 2   (^z,   r}^  of  the  cylindrical  coordiaateii   z 
ani  r  of 0  where  r"   = x"  +  y^.     The  solid  an::le Q    \E  -O " 
df^f'n'^d  ?»s  to be  ze-o when C   is  the  point 0,6,   -   « .     .,i,n 

rr at thfc orii;in arxa ^TT at   Lne  point 0,   0,   + »*   .'   , 
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The function f.; (z,r)   can be derived thus 
on the axis, the solia angle   is clearly 

At point 

il - 27r(l 
(a^ + z^) 1/2 

) (3) 

since the ra-:^ius of a herical surface, -A-hose center is 
..)l/2 

he 
the ooint Q ^nd v^hlch contains the c^il. is (a^ + z^) 
Th^s -xrression can be eX;-mdea In -ov^ers of z by the 
binomial t-heore-a; gnd for z-< £u 

Q   =   2ir 1   -^    7   - 
ci. 

1 z_ 5 
16 'I 

4- 
.^ a' a 

,(4) 

wnile for z p> a there is another expression.  From (A) it 
iSDossibLe to deduce the solia enj-le at points not on the 
axi;..  Take soherical polar coorainates, with the center of 
the coil tis origin, the axis of the circle as the i^ne 
Q - 0, end with the symbol R denoting the distance from 
the center of the circle.  Since the lesirea ^roUd pn^'le o 
at_any point is e-ual to the :aagnetic potential at that  ' 
point that woula be proouced by a unit current flowing in 
the circle, it follov.s that Q -nust be a solution of 
Laplace's  eq^uation V^^, = O.lnside the sphere R ^ P.,   the 
solid angle i.: is also symmetrical about the a^i== Q -^ 0 
and remains finite at the origin.  It is therefore c--able 
of expansion in the form 

^' = Z_A^,R^P^^ (cos 9) 
n=o 

n (5) 

where the A^ 's -re nuT.erical coefficients, and P (cos 9) 

is the Logendre coefficient of order n and ar^unent co^ v^ 
Now "" - . . 

'n(^) = 1, 

SO along the axis Q >■; ua (5) becomes 

fi - / A R Z__ n 
n 

(6) 

enabling the coefficients A^ to be determined by co;nparison 

of equations (4) and (6), since R - z for point? on  the axis 

kJh& 



It  is  seen  that  the  even orders  above   the  zero'ta are 
absent,   and  since 

cos  Q  ■=  z/P. 

v/hile 

P^(x) = X, 

P^fx) - (l/?)(5x^   -   3x), 

P^fx) - (1/8) (63x^  -  70x^  +   l?x), 

P^(x) - {1/16 {A29x''^ -  693x^ ^- 315x3 - 35x) , 

one finds that when R< a, 

Q 2v 

64a' 

1 + R z 
_   a R 

(63^^ 
R^ 

>3 K_ 
4a 3 \. 3 I) 

70 -- + 15 - ) - 
R^     F 

Making use of the relation 

p2 _ 2^ + r' 

one  finds  that 

Q(z,r)   =  27r   a + I -    -i-(2z3   -  3zr2)   +     3 
I a ,3 "     (^ L.       a 

(82^ -  AOz^   r^  +  I5zr^)   -   . 4N —1 

(7) 

which Is the desired function, valid when R <3. hu 
expansion fc(z,r) that is valid when R>a can be similarly 
derived^ but is not needed here. 

At any Instant, the surfece integral over the area of 
the coil of the normal component of magnetic induction is 

- I . 
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dQ 
^^  ~  M ITv 

-^■(Vwi^ m-l^ + u>  ||) 

'7. .n r    « r r   90- 

ana  since 

9x r » 9y      r    > 

it   follovrs   that 

N   =   M- ( ,fx + m'y)   r ?r + ^'  a7 (8) 

= N(x,  y,r,   2), 

an explicit function of the four non-indepenaent variables 
X, y/r, z  among which v  is a function of x ^^d £. 

The induced electromotive force is given by 

dt 

or 

- VT «?L , 

-  VT 

9N 

dN 
ds 

9 X m 9N "11^ (9) 

where T is the number of turns in the coil, v is the velocity 
of the dipole, and li is regarded as a function of the three 
independent variables, x, y, z.  If N is available as an 
explicit function N(x,y,r,z) of the for non-independent 
variables x, y, r, 2 then equation (9) becomes 

-9- 
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V  =  -  vT 

ana hence,   by  equation   (8), 

V = - ^ivT^(^^-H luni') 1|^ + (J)x +nay)a'xtm-y) ^ i, J |§ 

(10) 

+ n'(j^x+my) + n(X'x + m'yjj^ ]1 O- . -,^, 9''Q 
(11) 

From equation (7), the leading terms in the partial derivatives 
above may be evaluated,  i'hey are 

r ai- ^/^'^-'^ C2a3 - 4 a5 + ife + •••), 

1 a_ 1 a^' 
r ar r dv '^(^ Al 

), 

1 a_!i2 
r 5 2c?r 

+ 27r(2^ 1_ _ ii 
d     a 

), 

2^ 
92^ = - -iTT (^ 

11 
2- 

+ A5 ZT\ ^ 
-^ a5 

Near the instant of passage through the coil 1, 1', m, 
and m' are small quantities, of the order of magnitude of 
the yaw; usually no larger than about 1/6 (for 10" yaws). 
The quantity x is nearly equal to b, and y; is closely zero; 
while n and n' are approximately unity.  It follows from 
the preceding relations that at the instant of passage, 
wnen z is zero, tiie only contribution to v; comes from the 
terms involving 

1 ^LiJ 
r azi9r 

■iO- 



and thus at this instant 

V = - 37r [j vT 'b(l, + l')/a^ 

epproxlmateiy while the pz^lueipal term in dv/dr. is 

Hence x is zero at the instant wh en 

^ = |(j?+ j^') (12) 

approximately, which occurs approximately 

At = (b/2v)(l + 1') (13; 

seconds alter passage.  Ihis is the desired relation. 

A word is aeslradle as to the degree ol aoproxiniation 
involved in equations (12) and (13). in  deriving expressions 
lor _V and dV/dz from equations (7) and (ix) only leading 
terms_^have been retained, and terms containing the factors 
(b/a)'", (b/'a)4, etc., have been aiscardea.  A rough 
evaluation of the effect of neglectea terras indicates tnat 
the rigi-t3-hand members of equations (12) and (13) are correct 
when b/a is very small, ana should be multiplied by 0.7 
when b/a is 0.5, .-.nd by 0.4 ^hen b/a is unity.  I'hus the 
formulas in this Report should be regarded as furnishing tne 
order of magnitude, only, of errors due to yaw, eccentricity, 
and inclination,  iilthourfh it woula be possible to retain 
terms that have been discarded, the resulting gain in 
accuracy vould be lar^^ely formal, rather tnan real, becciuse 
of the magnetic differences betv.-eeu actual projectiles and 
ideal dipoles; and the resulting formulas would be con- 
siderably m.ore complicated than the present formula-^.  The 
present formulas (l), (2),   (12), and (13) are sufficiently 
accurate as they stand for the purposes for -.vhich they are 
intended, which are to furnish a i:uide as to the degree of 
care with which guns and velocity-measuring equipment should 
be aligned and to facilitate the .critical evaluation of 
experimental data. 

Equation (13) gives the time interval, Zit, between 
the passage of the dlpole through the plane of tne coil and 
the instant when tne induced electromotive force, v, is 

<.vo.     Ln  case the chronographic equipment differentiates 

ili 
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the voltage input , and deteraiines the instant ';vhen the 
derivative is a aiaxiLiura or minimum, the time interval 
that is of interest is the interval At' between coil passage 
ana the vanishing of d^v/dt^  This quantity vanishes, 
substantially, when d^V/dz'^ vanishes.  At the instc^t of 
coil passage, 

d-'v/dz'"- = 457r}xvl b(l + l')/a^ 

from equation (11); and tne principal term in d^V/da^ is 

-907rpvT/a^. 

Accordingly, d^V/dz^ is zero ;vhen 

z =   (b/2)(l + V) 

approximately, and thus 

At' = (b/2v)(l + It) 

seconds, which shows'that At' = At approxiinatelv. 


